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THE TOPOLOGICAL EXTENSION OF A PRODUCT 

BY 

S. BROVERMAN(1) 

1. Introduction. If E is a topological space, then according to Mrowka in [7], a 
space Xis incompletely regular if X can be embedded as a subspace of a topological 
product of copies of E, and X is is-compact if X can be embedded as a closed sub-
space of a product of copies of E. The following is [7, Theorem 4.14]. 

1.1 THEOREM. For every E-completely regular space X there exists a super space 
fiEX of X in which X is dense, such that fiEX is E-compact and every continuous 
function f: X->E admits a continuous extension f :pEX->E. 

According to Herrlich and van der Slot in [6], and Woods in [11], if 0* is a 
topological property such that: 

i) all compact Hausdorff spaces satisfy ^ ; 
ii) 0 is closed hereditary; and 

iii) SP is preserved under the formation of topological products, then every 
completely regular Hausdorff space Zhas a maximal 2P- extension; i.e. for every 
c.r.H. (completely regular Hausdorff) space X there exists a superspace 2PX such 
that X is dense in &>X, 0*X satisfies SP, and every continuous map/ :X->y where 
Y satisfies &*, admits a continuous extension f&\âPX-+ Y. Furthermore X^ 
0*X ç= fïX where (3X is the Stone-Cech compactification of X. 

In this paper we characterize, for certain extension properties ^ , and for 
£={0, 1}, the two point discrete space, those spaces Xx Y for which the relations 
0>(Xx Y)=0>Xx ^ 7 a n d fiE(Xx Y)=pEXx}EYhold. Some results for infinite 
products are also obtained. In particular we show that for a large family of exten
sion properties ^ , ^ ( I x Y)=0Xx^YiSXx F i s pseudocompact. In section 
2 it is shown that for E= {0,1}, PE(n.aXa) =JJJE(Xa) iff ~JJaXa is pseudocompact. 
Also an example is given (assuming the continuum hypothesis) of an extension 
property 0 such that &>(Xx Y)=0>Xx 0>Y iff Xx Y is pseudocompact but the 
pseudocompactness of JJ aX a does not imply ^ ( n a Z a ) = J I a ^ Z a . 

The following two theorems are relied on for many of the results of this paper. 
The first is [3, Theorem 2.1] due to Frolik, and the second is [5, Theorem 1] due 
to Glicksberg. 
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1.2 THEOREM. The following conditions on infinite c.r.H. spaces X and Y are 
equivalent. 

1) The topological product Xx Y is pseudocompact. 
2) j3(XxY)=f}Xx(ÏY, i.e. every bounded continuous real-valued function on 

Xx Y admits a continuous extension to fiXxfiY. 

1.3 THEOREM. Let {Xa}aeA be a set of c.r.H. spaces and suppose Yl*^a ^« i s infinite 
for every a0 e A. Then the following are equivalent. 

1) The topological product I JX a is pseudocompact. 

2) 0 Œ U A H TlaeJX.-
All spaces discussed are assumed to be c.r.H. The notation will be that of [4] 

except that by stating that a space is O-dimensional, it is meant that the space has a 
base of clopen sets. Also, TV will denote the set of natural numbers. 

2. The result for /?0. If £ '=2={0, 1}, the two point discrete space, then the 
incompletely regular spaces are the c.r.H. O-dimensional spaces, and the is-compact 
spaces are the compact HausdorfT O-dimensional spaces. For notational conven
ience, f}2X will be denoted by fi0X for a O-dimensional space X. Note that (30X is 
the Stone space of the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of X 

In this section it is shown that Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in the introduction remain 
valid, in the case of O-dimensional spaces, with /? replaced by /?0. The following 
is [3, Lemma 1.2] of Frolik, which will be required, and is stated without proof. 

2.1 LEMMA. Let X and Y be infinite spaces. If the topological product Xx Y is 
not pseudocompact then there exists a locally finite sequence {Unx Vn} of non-empty 
canonical open subsets of Xx Y such that the sequences {Un} and {Vn} are disjoint 
in X and Y respectively. 

2.2 THEOREM. The following conditions on infinite O-dimensional spaces X and Y 
are equivalent. 

1) The topological product Xx Y is pseudocompact. 
2) j80(Xx Y)=j30Xxp0Y, that is every continuous {0, \}-valuedfunction on Xx Y 

admits a continuous extension to j30XxB0Y. 

Proof. 1) implies 2). This implication easily follows from [3, Lemma 1.4]. 
However a proof is given here, the techniques of which will be required in the proof 
of the theorem in the infinite product case. 

If i:X-^X is the identity map, then there is an extension ip:ftX->fi0X. Let 
f:X-+{0, 1} be a continuous map. Then there exist continuous extensions/^ :/?!"-> 
{0, 1} and f°:poX-+{0, 1}. Clearly f = / ° o ?. If p e 0JC, then f(?<-{p)) = 

f0°i\iP<-(p))=f0(p), and t h u s / is constant on ip*-(p) for a l l ^ G ^ X . I f / £ ; 
PX-^J30X and i§> ' P Y-^Po Y (where ix, iY are the identity maps on X and Y respec
tively) then h=i£xip

r:pXxpY->pQXxp0Y is a quotient map. Let f:Xx F-> 
{0, 1} be continuous. By hypothesis / has an extension fp:j3XxpY-+{0, 1}. Let 
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z = (p9 q) G p0Xx p0 Y. Suppose (pl9 qj, (p29 q2) e h<-{z)^x<-{p) x i$r<-(q). Since 
PXX {qx} is homeomorphic to pX9f must be constant on ix<-(p) X {q±} as remarked 
above. Thus ffi(pl9q^=ffi(p29q1). Similarly,/^ is constant on {p2}Xiy+-{q) and 

/^2>?i)=/^(P2>?2)> and thus /^ is constant on h<-(z) for all ze poXxpoY. So 
f°:poXxp0Y-+{09 1} defined by f°(p9q)=^f(^<-(p)xip

r<-(q)) is well-defined. 
In addition/0 is continuous as A is a quotient map. Clearly/0 is an extension of/. 

2) implies 1). Suppose J x Y is not pseudocompact. By 2.1 above there is a 
locally finite sequence {Unx Vn} of canonical open subsets of 1 x 7 such that 
{Un} and {Vn} are pairwise disjoint sequences. Since Xand Fare 0-dimensional, 
Un and Vn can be taken to be clopen for all n. Let U=\JneN Unx Vn. Clearly U 
is open. £/is also closed since {Un X Vn} is a locally finite sequence and each Un X Vn 

is clopen. 
PQXXPQYis pseudocompact, so the sequence {cl^C/^xcl^ F F J must have a 

cluster point (p,q) in poXxpoY. Let F = ( X x 7)— *7. Suppose , 4 x £ is a nbhd. 
of (/?, </) in poXx (3Q Y. Then there are nl9n2E Nsuch that nx j^n2 and 4̂ n Un^0 9 

B n Fw.5^0 for / = 1,2. Let X ^ G ^ n J7n<, ^ e 5 n Vn. for i = l , 2 . *Then 
(x1? y2) e AxB. But (x1? j 2 ) $ U, for if (xl5 y2) e U, then there is an n e N such 
that (xl9y2) eUnx Vn. Hence x1eUnn Uni9 y2eVnn V^ Thus nx=n=n2 

which is a contradiction to the assumption n±^n2. So (xl9 y2) £ U9 and hence 
(j>,q)eclfioXxfi9yV. 

Since *7 is clopen in Xx Y9 the function f:Xx 7->{0, 1} defined hyf(U)={0}9 

f(V)={\} is continuous. But (p,q) G (cl £/) n (cl V), hence / cannot extend 
continuously to (p, q). Thus | 3 0 ( I x 7 ) ^ o I X | 5 0 7 contradicting 2). Therefore 
Xx 7 is pseudocompact. • 

We are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 

2.3 THEOREM. Let {X^aeA be a set of O-dimensional spaces and suppose that 
IIa#a ^a ™ infinite for every a0 G A. Then the following are equivalent. 

1) The topological product YlaeA^a is pseudocompact. 

Proof. 2) implies 1). In view of 2.2, the proof of this implication is identical to 
that given by Glicksberg in [5, Theorem 1] for the p case. 

1) implies 2). As in 2.2, there is a map i^pX^-^P^X^ for each aeA. Let h= 
TiaeAii-TIaeAPXa^TLaeAPfJf*- Suppose / i I P W 0 ' 1} is a continuous map. 
By hypothesis and 1.3 there is a continuous extension/^:JJj8Za->{0, 1}. Let 

(PaXeAeHPo**- T h e n h+-((P«)«) = TI«eAii+-(P*)- Suppose (qXeA> WXeAt 

h+-((pa)J. Then ia(qa)
:=ii(qa):=pa for all a G A. Fix a0 G ̂ . As in 2.2/^ is constant 

on [/£<-(/>ao)] x IL#«0{?J. Thusf((qa)a)=f((q'ao X IL*a0?«)). By induction on the 
number of coordinates, it is easily seen that for any finite number of coordinates 
a1?. . . , KneA.fdqX^/iq'^x •. • xq^ïI^a^X Since the points of form 
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on the right of this equation form a net in JJj8Xa converging to (q'a)aeA, by continuity 
offfi we must have/^((^)a)=/^((^a)a). Thus ffi is constant on h+-(z) for every 
zeUWr Vf°:JlP*X*-H09 1} is defined byP((pX)=f(h+-((pX)), t h e n / 0 

is well-defined. In addition,/0 is continuous as A is a quotient map. Clearly/0 is 
an extension of/ • 

As is shown by Pierce in [8, p. 375], there is nothing to be gained by trying to 
replace pseudocompactness with a O-dimensional analogue in 2.2 and 2.3. 

If E is any compact Hausdorff space, then a simple modification of the proof 
of 1) implies 2) in 2.2 and 2.3 shows that the implication remains correct if /?0 is 
replaced by /?#, and O-dimensionality is replaced by incomplete regularity. 

3. Further results. In this section extension properties of the type mentioned in 
the introduction are dealt with. Recall that if SP is an extension property then 
X c gPx c px. Note that if & and â are extension properties such that SP is 
contained in M (i.e. every space which satisfies 3P also satisfies J2) then X £ SIX £ 
SPX <= $X. As an example, if SP = compactness and «â = realcompactness, then 
0>X=PX, £X=vX and I c v l g 0X. 

The following result which is mentioned by Comfort in [2] has some interesting 
consequences. 

3.1 PROPOSITION. Suppose 0* and £1 are extension properties such that SP is 
contained in £. If for two spaces X and Y, SP{Xx 7 ) = SPXx 0>Y9 then £(Xx Y)= 
iXxâY. {By £P{Xx Y)=éPXx SPY it is meant that every continuous map from 
Xx Y to a space satisfying SP admits an extension to SPXxSPY. Equivalently, 
it means there is a homeomorphism between SP{Xx Y) and SPXx SPY which fixes 
Xx Ypointwise.) 

Proof. Let f.Xx Y-+Z be a continuous map where Z satisfies J . L e t / , = 
f\ Xx{y} for each y e Y. Since SPZ satisfies 2P, there is an extension f^'.SPXx 
SPY^SPZ by hypothesis. Since Xx{y} is homeomorphic to X for every y e Y, 
every/, has an extension/f:o2Xx{j}->Z. It is clear by continuity of maps that 

f | £Xx {y}=f? for all y e Y. 
Thus f^{J2Xx Y) ç Z. By a repetition of this argument for points in StXy it is 

seen t h a t / ^ ( J Z x ^ 7 ) s Z. Thus every continuous m a p / : Z x Y-+Z where Z 
satisfies «â, admits a continuous extension to QXxSlY. That is 2,{Xx 7 ) = 
IXXIY. • 

One consequence of this proposition is the following: 

3.2 THEOREM. Let 0 be an extension property contained in pseudocompactness. 
Then the following are equivalent for infinite spaces X and Y. 

1) Xx Y is pseudocompact. 
2) 0>{XxY)=0>Xx&>Y. 
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Proof, 1) implies 2). If Xx Y is pseudocompact, then by 1.2 fi(Xx 7 ) = 
fiXxfiY. Since /? is the extension related to the property of compactness, and 
every compact space satisfies 0* (i.e. X ç 0>X £ fix), we can invoke 3.1 to get 

2) implies 1). If 2P(Xx Y)=0Xx0Y then by hypothesis &Xx SP Y is pseudo-
compact. Hence by 1.2 p(âPXx&Y)=P(&X)xP(&>Y)=pXxpY. But ($(0>Xx 
0>Y)=P(0>(XxY))=P(XxY). Hence ^ ( I x 7)= iSXx i87. Again, by 1.2. 
X x 7must be pseudocompact. • 

It also follows by a proof similar to that of 3.1, that, if 0* is any extension prop
erty, then ^ ( J x Y)=0XX ^YiSXxYis C*-embedded in SPXx SPY. 

It is clear by the method of proof that 3.1 remains true for any finite product of 
spaces. Thus 3.2 is true for any finite product of spaces. Moreover if {Xa}aeA is 
any family of spaces such that f j a ^ a / a is infinite fo every a0 e A, then the implica
tion 2) implies 1) in 3.2 with Xx 7replaced by J J a e ^Z a , can be proved in a manner 
identical to that given in 3.2. However, as the following example shows, the 
implication 1) implies 2) in 3.2 (and hence the result of 3.1) is not true in general 
for arbitrary products. 

3.3. EXAMPLE. Under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis, Rudin in 
[9, Theorem 4.2] has shown that fiN—N has 2C P-points (a point x e J i s a p 
point of X if every G5 containing x is a nbhd. of x). If we denote by A the set of 
P-points of {3N—N, then for every/? e A, j3N—{p} is pseudocompact and locally 
compact (this follows from [4, 6J]). Thus by [5, Theorem 4] TL^C/WV—{/>}) is 
pseudocompact. Let SP be the property of X0-boundedness (A space X is X0-
bounded if every countable subset of X has compact closure in X). 0 is easily 
checked to be an extension property. Woods has shown in [10, Theorem 1.3] that 
the X0-bounded extension of a space X is the set of points of ftX'm the /?X-closure 
of some countable subset of X. So it is clear that the X0-bounded extension of 
(IN-ip) is 0N. Thus J[96A&(PN-{p})=TI^fiN. We will show that the point 
(XV)PBA

 G IL>eivj8iV defined by x^p, is not in the closure of any countable subset 

ofTl*eAW-{p}). Hence ^ ( ] I ^ t f ^ - { p } ) ) S TLiJ^TIpiAPW-ip}). 
Since every X0-bounded space is countably compact, hence pseudocompact, this 
will show that 1) implies 2) of 3.2 is false for arbitary products. We shall require 
some preliminary remarks. 

In the space (5N, the points of J3N—N are the free ultrafilters of subsets of N 
(see [4, chapter 6] for a detailed construction of /?Xin terms of z-ultrafilters). In 
what follows, a free ultrafilter 2 of subsets of N will be referred to both as an 
ultrafilter on N and as a point of /?JV— N. 

Let {xn}neN be a sequence in a space X, and let 2 be a free ultrafilter on N. Accord
ing to Bernstein in [1], a point x e Xis a ^-limit point of the sequence {xn} if given 
a nbhd. U of x, the set {n\xne U} is a member of the ultrafilter 2. It is straight 
forward to check that if/: X-> Y is a continuous map and x is the i^-limit in X of 
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{xn}neN, then f(x) is the ^-limit in Y of {f(xn)}neN. (We speak of x being the 
i^-limit of {xn} because, as is easily checked, in a Hausdorff space ^-limits are 
unique when they exist.) If x e clx({xn}neiv)—({xn}neN) for a space Zand a sequence 
{xn} ç X, then there exists a free ultrafilter ^ on N such that x is the ^-limit of 
{xn}neN (we can take the sets Bu={n e N \ xn e U} where U is a nbhd. of x, as the 
base for a free ultrafilter on N). Suppose that 2 is a free ultrafilter on N. Then there 
are at most c=2No points x in $N—N such that x is the .SMimit of some sequence 
from N. This is true since there are 2No sequences of elements of N and ^-limits are 
unique in the Hausdorff space (ÎN. 

Suppose, then, that the point (xp)J)eA e YlPeAPNdefined by xp=p is in the closure 
of some countable subset of YIveA(fiN—{p}). Let this countable set be {xn}neN. 
Then there exists a free ultrafilter 3) on N such that (xJ))J)eA is the i^-limit of 
{xn}neN. By the continuity of the projection map we must have for each p e A, 
p is the ^-limit in fiN of the sequence {E[3>(A:n)}W6iV (where Tlv:TlpeAPN-*PN is 
the/?-th projection map). But we know that there are at most c points q in fiN—N 
such that q is the S-limit of a sequence in N. Since 4̂ has cardinality 2C we can find 
a point pQE A such that /?0 is not the i^-limit of any sequence in N. As /?0 is a P-
point of {3N->N, and { n ^ x j } ^ ^ is a countable set not containing/?0, there exists 
a nbhd. Uof/?0 in jffiVsuch that £/ n (0N-N) n {II3,o(jtn)}„e2V=0.Let us define 
a sequence {j JW6iV in Ar by 

yn = l if IIPo(xn) e / W - N 

J« = n3)o (xn) otherwise. 

Let F be a nbhd. of p0 in jSiV. Then V n U n (fiN-{l}) is a nbhd in pN of /?0. 
Since /?0 is the ^-limit of { I ï ^ x J } ^ ^ , the set £={« | IIP (JCJ e K n C / n 
G8JV-{1})} e 0 . But S c {/i | j n G F}, hence {« | yn e V} eQ) (as an ultrafilter of 
sets is directed by definition). Thus/?0 is the ^-limit point of {yn}neN, a sequence in 
N. This contradicts the way in which p0 was chosen. Thus (xp)veA cannot be in the 
closure of any countable subset ofJJpeA((3N—{p}), and the example is completed. 

Note that if YîaeB^a is pseudocompact and |i?|<c, then ^(ITa eB^a)= 
TLxeB^iXa) where 2P is X0-boundedness. This is true because any product of c 
separable spaces is separable. 

3.2 showed that for many extension properties the functor SP commutes over 
finite products iff the product is pseudocompact. The following result shows 
exactly which extension property functors SP commute under these conditions. 

3.4. PROPOSITION. Let SP be an extension property. The following statements are 
equivalent. 

1) ^ ( I x Y)=â?Xx0>YiffXx Y is pseudocompact. 
2) SP is contained in pseudocompactness. 

Proof. 2) implies 1). This is the statement of 3.2. 
1) implies 2). If SP is not contained in pseudocompactness then N satisfies SP. 
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Thus 0f(NxN)=NxN*=0fNx0>N, but NxN is not pseudocompact. This 
contradicts 1). • 

Woods in [11] describes 0-dimensional extension properties. If 0* is an extension 
property then the property 0>o defined by "Xhas 3?0 iff X has 0* and is 0-dimen-
sional" is an extension property in the category of (9-dimensional spaces and 
continuous maps. Every O-dimensional space X has an extension 0*QX such that 
X c &QX £ p0x. Furthermore &0X satisfies 0O and any continuous map from 
X to a space with 0O admits an extension to 0OX. In view of 2.2 it is clear that 3.1, 
3.2 and 3.4 remain true for 0-dimensional spaces X and Y and O-dimensional 
extension properties of the form 0O. It is worth pointing out here that 0X^0oX 
in general for 0-dimensional spaces X. If X is the space AX of [4, 16 M] then 

By the above remarks it is clear that if X and Y are O-dimensional spaces and 
0 is an extension property contained in pseudocompactness then 0>(Xx Y)= 
0>Xx 0YiS 0o(Xx Y)=^0oXx 0OY. The following unanswered question arises. 
Is it true for any extension property 0> that 0>(Xx Y)=0Xx ^ 7 iff 0>o(Xx 7 ) = 
0OXX0OY1 

Woods in [11 ] introduces the concept of ^-pseudocompactness. A space X is 
^-pseudocompact if &X=(3X. The property pseudocompactness is precisely 
^-pseudocompactness where 0 = realcompactness. In general however, Xx Y 
being ^-pseudocompact does not imply SP{Xx Y)=0Xx SPY. Let ^ = X 0 -
boundedness. Then Nis ^-pseudocompact and so in NxN. However 0(NxN)= 
(S(NxN)j£(}NxfiN=0>Nx0>N. 
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